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Fighting Data Glut
With File Analysis
uncontrolled
data growth

stored data:
a closer look*

we are
all victims
of data hoarding

A strong information
governanc program
starts at the top.
Beginning with buy-in
from chief executives,
File Analysis can save
an entire organization.

get the
tools
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taking control of
data growth
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EXECUTIVES
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Generating incredible
volumes of data without
an effective system for
managing it has become
a part of business. Stale,
duplicate, sensitive,
private, and mission
critical files become
lost in an unstructured
data nightmare.

show
that data
who’s boss

A large amount of unstructured data, or data glut, can be a
management nightmare for organizations and their network
administrators, costing time and money. So how do you get
a grip on your growing data glut and enforce efficient data
management practices for your organization?
The answer is File Analysis.

20%

Data:
Mission Critical

File Analysis:
the solution
Analysis
Analyze millions of files
across many petabytes
of file storage along with
their security and
identity infrastructure.

Efficiency
With File Analysis, good
data management
practices can be
implemented and
enforced.

so what?
isn’t data
getting cheaper?
there’s more
at stake than
just your money
Hardware accounts
for less than half
of the total costs
associated with your
file storage — There
are also the costs of
compliance, security
and access which
grow with data.

52%

Compliance +

48%
Hardware

who benefits
from File Analysis?
Management
Provisioning, management
and cleanup of the file
storage based on policies
that you define surrounding
identity, role and schedule.

Storage managers, legal and security
professionals, and business analysts
will be able to identify and manage
unstructured data stores, protect
sensitive data and increase the
efficiency of business-critical data.

know your
data footprint

Security
Secure and properly
retain your files. Remove
access threats and
prevent them with security
based on location, group
collaboration, and role.

Using File Analysis, you can begin to
see the scope of your unstructured
data through graphical reports, so you
can identify access threats and major
sources of ROT data.

Speak to a Micro Focus representative
Learn more and schedule a demo.
1.888.321.4272
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